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THIS work studies the notion of “minimax invariant” of a G-space. Instead of earlier ideas of 
the G-genus, G-geometrical index, or G-cohomological indexes [ 1,2,8,15] we develop a 
purely topological construction. The main idea follows the original approach of Lusternik 
and Schnirelman. It is very simple, and has all the properties necessary for the minimax 
procedure. By using the G-category we can extend the classical Krasnosielski theorem. 
Namely, we show that the orbit space X/G has Lusternik-Schnirelman category equal to 
n + 1 if a finite group G acts freely on a Z-cohomological n-sphere X. 
1. THE G-CATEGORY OF A G-SPACE AND ITS BASIC PROPERTIES 
Let G be a compact Lie group and X a topological space with a continuous action of G. 
We follow the standard notation of compact transformations groups used in [3] and [S]. 
From now on, by a subgroup H c G we mean any closed subgroup of G. 
Definition 1.1. The closed G-invariant set A c X is said to be of first G-category with 
respect o X, denoted cat JA,X) = 1, if the inclusion i: ‘4 c X is G-homotopic to a G-map 
from A into some orbit G/H c X, and the G-homotopy is in Map, (4,X). (Note that His an 
isotropy subgroup). 
Definition 1.2. The closed G-invariant set A c X is said to be of kth G-category with 
respect o X, denoted cat,(A,X) = k, if ‘4 = b A~, Ai = gi. A; is G-invariant, cat,(A,X) = I, 
and k is the minimal number with such a property. Correspondingly, cat,(A,X) = x if 
there is no a finite decomposition of the above form. To shorten notation, we shall write 
cat,(X) instead of cat,(X,X). 
0) 
The following theorem summarizes basic properties of the notion of G-category. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. 
Let A c X be as in Definition 1.2. Then: 
cat,(A,X)=O #-A=@. 
(ii) cat,(A,X) < m if A is the union of m closed G-sets Xi with cat,(Xi,X) = 1. 
(iii) If A c B c X, B-closed and G-invariant, then cat,(A,X) 6 c&,(&X). 
(iv) If A, B c X are as aboue, then cat,(A u B,X) d cat,(A,X)+cat,(B,X). 
(V) 1. A is closed and G-deformable through X into B, then cat,(A,X) < cat,(B,X). 
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(vi) If’h:X --*X is a G-equiuariant homeomorphism, then cat,(h(A),X) = c&,(,4,X). 
(vii) For an orbit A = G/H we have cato(G/H) = 1. 
(viii) cat,(A,X) > cat(A/G,X/G), where cat is the classical Lusternik-Schnirelman category 
(see [6,11,18] for the definition). 
Proof: Properties ($-o-(v), (vi), (vii) follow directly from the definition. Let f: A -* X be a 
G-equivariant map such that f(A) c B, and f,: A + X be a G-homotopy joining f to the 
inclusion i,:A c X. Suppose that B c B,u . . . uB,, Bi=Bi, GBi=Bi=Bi, and 
rl :Bi + G/H, c X. Take Ai =f-‘(I$). Then Ai = Ai, A is G-invariant, and 
F&x) = 
i 
.&r(x) for O<t<1/2 
rzr - 1 (f(x)) for l/2 Q t < 1 
is the required G-homotopy deforming Ai onto G/H, = rICf, (x)). This shows v). Let A: 
X + X/G be the canonical projection onto the orbit space. For a given G-categorial cover 
{Ai):, k = cat,(A,X), of A we can take the cover {x(Ai)}t of n(A), which is categorial by an 
obvious argument. This proves property (vii), and completes the proof of Proposition. 
To study the following properties, we have to recall the notion of G-ANR cf. [12,13]. 
Let X be a metrizable G-space. We say that X is a G-absolute neighborhood retract 
(G-ANR) if given a closed G-subset A of a metrizable space Y and a continuous G-map 
f: A + X, there is a G-neighborhood U of A in Y and a continuous G-map F: U -+ X which 
extends f: 
Remark 1.4. Homotopy properties of G-ANR have been studied in the works [123 and 
[13]. On the other hand R. Oliver proved that every finite-dimensional G-C W complex in 
the sense of Bredon-Illman-Matumoto can be G-embedded as a G-CW subcomplex of 
some orthogonal representation of G. This means that it is a G-ENR (see [S] for the 
definition and properties of the notion of G-ENR). By the Gleason-Tietze theorem, V is a 
G-absolute retract, hence a finite-dimensional G-C W complex is a G-ANR. In particular a 
finite dimensional smooth G-manifold is a G-ANR. 
As an easy consequence of the definition one gets the following G-equivalent versions of 
the homotopy extension theorem and local contractibility. 
Dejinition 1.5. Let A c X be a closed G-subset of X. We say that A has the G-homotopy 
extension property (G-HEP) in X with respect o a G-space Y if each continuous map of 
(X x (0)) u (A x I) into Y can be extended to a continuous G-map X x I into Y (i.e. given 
a G-equivariant map f:X 3 Y, each G-homotopy of fl,: A + Y can be extended to a 
G-homotopy off:X + Y). 
THEOREM 1.6 (Borsuk). Let Y be a G-ANR. If A is a closed G-subspace of a metrizable G- 
space X then A has the G-HEP in X with respect to Y. 
Proof. All arguments in the proof of classical version of this theorem ([ 173 Th. 6) can be 
adapted to the equivariant case. 
LEMMA 1.7. Any orbit Gx = G/G, of a G-ENR has a basis of G-invariant neighborhoods 
which are G-contractible to this orbit. 
Proof: A proof is the same as in the nonequivariant case (cf. [I83 p. 129). 
We use the above facts to prove the lower continuity of the G-category. 
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THEOREM 1.8. If X is a G-ANR and A c X, then there is a G-neighborhood U of A in X 
with 
cato(U, X) = cat,(A,X). 
In other words, for any G-invariant metric in X there is 6 > 0 such that the set 
N,(A) = {xcX: dist(x,A) < 6) 
Proof (cf. Palais [18] Th. 6.3). We can assume that n =cat,(A,X)< x. Let A c 
A,U... u A, with cat,(A,,X) = 1. It will suffice to prove that each Ai has a G-neighbor- 
hood Ui with cat,(Ui,X) = 1. Let r, be a G-deformation of Ai to an orbit Gx, and & be a G- 
neighborhood of x with w G-contractible to Gxi (1.7). By the G-homotopy extension 
theorem (1.6), r1 can be extended to a G-deformation F, of X in X. Then 
Ai = r;‘(Gx,) = r;‘(W,) c F;‘(W). 
Let Ui be a G-neighborhood of Ai with 
Vi c F;‘(W). 
Then, by 1.3 (iii), (v), cat,(U,,X) B cat,(F,(U,)) d catc(Wi,X); but the last is equal to 1, 
which proves the theorem. 
We recall that for any two subgroups H, K c G we have XH c Xx iff K c H. Moreover 
X’H’ = GXH C X’s’ = GXK iff there is gE G such that g_lKg c H. 
Definition 1.9. We say that an orbit type (H), corresponding to the orbit G/H c X, is 
minimal in a G-space X if there is no a point x E X with an isotropy subgroup G, a H. We 
shall denote by a(X) the number (finite or infinite) of connected components of the sets 
X,u,/G = XCH’/G, where H runs through the minimal orbit types of X. In the following dim 
denotes covering dimension (see [ 173). 
THEOREM 1.10. Zf X is a connected G-ANR with ajnite number of orbit types, and A is a 
closed G-subset of X, then cat,(A,X) < a(X) (dim A/G + 1). 
Proof: (see [18] 2.6.4 for the non-equivariant version). Let {Os}ses be an open cover of A 
by A-open G-sets, with each 0, G-deformable to one of its orbits in X (1.7). Thus 0,/G is 
contractible to a point in X/G. Let next ( @ip}BEBi, i = O,l,. . . , n, be a locally finite open 
cover of A/G refining (O,/G},,s such that Wis n Wia, = 4 if /I # p’, where n = dim A. The 
aEB 
existence of { Giti,} follows from Lemma 2.4 of [lS], since X/G is metrizable. Note that ei 
=pljs, is 
I? is contractible to a point in X/G. Observe next that the sets Wip = rc- ‘( qO), 
n:X -+X/G, form a locally finite open G-cover of A which refines {OSjSsS . As above 
Wis A W& = q5 if p # /?‘. We shall have established the Theorem if we prove the following. 
LEMMA 1.11. Assume that X is a connected G-space. Let x E X and Ho be a minimal 
isotropy group containing G,. Then, the inclusion i,: G/G, c X is G-homotopic to a G- 
equivariant map rp: G/G, + G/G induced by the inclusion G, c H,, where [x,]~X(~o) 
belongs to the connected compon&t of [x] in X’Gx)/G. 
Proof Let @ : I -+ XtG=) /G be a path joining G(O) = [x] with some point [x0] E XCHo)/G of 
the same connected component XCGx’ /G. By the Montgomery-Yang theorem ([3] 11.6.2) we 
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can lift @ to a map cp:Z 
into X by the formula 
+ X such that ncp = 6, ~(0) = x. Define a G-deformation from G/G, 
r,(gx) = gcp(t). 
Since cp (t) E X”-‘, r, is well-defined. Note that r,(gx) = gcp(0) = gx and r,(gx) = gcp(l)E Gx,, 
which proves the lemma. 
The theorem can be proved by the following argument. Since Cr, is G-deformable to an 
orbit, the same is true for I+$. Let us choose a point [x0] in each connected component of 
XtH’ with H minimal. By Lemma 1.11, if Wia is G-deformable to G/G, then it is G-deformable 
to G/Gx, for some [x0] E X w This allows US to represent Wi = U Wit as a disjoint sum of . 
BE& 
at least tx(X) distinct families of disjoint G-sets, each of the family being G-deformable to 
some G/GxO, with x0 as above. Finally we can take a cover ( ~i~}BEB,, i = 0, 1, . . . , n, of A/G 
by A/G-open sets with Vi0 c I&, and next, the corresponding G-cover (Uis) = {r-‘(fiiia)>. 
Set Ai,x, = u Uip, where the sum is over i/3 such that Wis is G-deformable to G/G 
%’ 
Then 
Ai,x, is G-deformable to G/G,, in X, closed in X (cf. [ 18]), and A = U Ai, xg. Hence 
i. x0 
cat,(A,X) < a(X)(n + 1). 
It is worth pointing out that in the case that X is a finite-dimensional connected smooth 
G-manifold, or a finite G-C W complex then the hypothesis of Theorem 1.8 is satisfied and 
a(X) is finite. Evidently, a(X) is finite if G is finite and X is compact. 
Putting some restrictions on the geometrical structure of the action we get the following 
conclusion. 
COROLLARY 1.12. Assume that for a connected G-ANR X there is a smallest orbit type H 
with X’H’/, consisting of a components. Then 
cat,(X) < a(dimX/G + 1). 
In particular, if X" is nonempty and connected, then cat,(X) d dimX/G + 1. 
The above statement shows that for a fairly large class of G-space cat, is estimated from 
above. However in view of applications it is more important to have an estimate from below 
of the G-category. We now state an analog of a well-known property of the 
Lusternik-Schnirelman category. 
Let hE be a generalized multiplicative G-cohomology theory (see [S] and [9] for the 
definition and properties of this notion, Following Illman [lo] and Matumoto [ 163, we call 
a theory hE singular if for every subgroup H c G we have hL(G/H) = 0 for all i > 0. We shall 
use the symbol HE to denote singular G-cohomology theory. Since G-cohomology theories 
are defined for a suitable category of pairs of G-spaces (e.g. compact spaces, G-C W 
complexes) we have to restrict the class of spaces in question. We recall that the cohomo- 
logical length of a G-space X with respect o h E, denoted by cuplong h:(X), is the greatest 
number n such that there exist a,, a2, . . . , a,,E&(X) 
(/il$ (X) = coker: hE(pt) + h:(X)) with 
a1.a2.. . :a,#O. 
The above invariant can be expressed in terms of the nilpotency index (cf. [l 11). A ring R is 
said to be nilpotent if R” = 0 for some positive integer n. The least such integer is called the 
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index of nilpotency and written nil R. Let X be a suitable G-space. By definition, 
cuplong h;(X) + 1 = nil hz(X). 
Assume that X is as above. 
THEOREM 1.13. Let Hg( ) be a singular multiplicative G-cohomology theory. Then 
cat,(X) 2 nilfiE(X) = cuplong Hz(X) + 1. 
Proof: Since H)(G/H) = 0, i > 0, the map HL(X, U) + H;(X) is onto for every G-set U 
with cat,(U,X) = 1. The remaining arguments are the same as in the classical case [6,11]. 
Examples 1.14. For a finite group there are a few natural examples of singular G- 
cohomology theories. Let H c G be a subgroup. Then the following functions are examples 
of singular multiplicative G-cohomology theory: 
HG*(X) = H* (X/G; JC), HE(X) = H*(Xn; K), 
H;(X)= H*(X’n’; IC), H:(X) = H* (H’n’/G; K), 
HE(X)= H*(XH&~); K), 
where H * ( ; K) stands for the singular cohomology theory with coefficients in a field K. If G 
is an infinite compact Lie group, HE(X) = H* (X/G; K) and HE (X’n)/G; K) are examples of 
singular multiplicative G-cohomoiogy theories. 
As the last of general properties, we show that the G-category is equal to the Lusternik - 
Schnirelman category of the orbit space if the action is free. 
THEOREM 1.15. Assume that G acts with only one orbit type, in particular freely, on a 
metrizable G-space. Then for every closed G-subset A c X 
cat,(A, X) = cat (A/G, X/G). 
Proof: With respect to Prop. 1.3 (viii), it is sufficient to prove that cat,(A, X) d 
cat (A/G, X/G). Let (ui};T n=cat(A/G,X/G),beacoverof;4/Gsuchthatcat(Ui,X)= 1. 
Take Wi=n-‘(Vi), n:X+X/G. We shall h ave proved the theorem if we show that 
cat,( Wi, X) = 1. Let r; : Ui x I + X/G be a homotopy joining the inclusion with r, mapping 
pi onto a point [xJEX/G. Note that the inclusion of K into X gives a G-equivariant 
lifting r. of rb. Moreover X/G is metrizable and the orbit structure on ui, and X/G, consists 
of one orbit, hence r;: vi x I + X/G preserves the orbit structure in the sense of Palais (cf. 
[3], I. Exer. 4.5). This means that the assumptions of the Palais theorem are fulfilled 
([3] 11.7). By this theorem, there exists a G-equivariant lifting r,: P& x I -+ X of r;. This 
proves the theorem, since 
rl ( W) c Gx, = 7c- ’ ([x0]). 
Remark 1.16. As a matter of fact, the hypothesis of the Palais theorem requires only that 
every open subset of X/G is paracompact ([3]. 11.7). By Dieudonne’s theorem, the last is 
equivalent to the fact that X/G is hereditary paracompact. 
COROLLARY 1.17. Suppose that a finite group G acts freely on the n-dimensional sphere 
S” c R”+l. Then 
cat,(S”)=n+ 1. 
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Prooj: The statement follows from Theorem 1.15 and the Krasnosielski theorem. In 
[13], he proved that cat(S”/G) = n + 1 if G acts freely on the sphere S” c R” + l, 
2. COMPUTATIONS OF THE G-CATEGORY 
In this section we examine further properties of the G-category. Our purpose is to 
compute the value of the G-category for particular spaces. We begin with the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G act on X with only one orbit type (i.e. X = Xo,for some H c G). 
Then for every A = 2, A G-invariant, and K = N(H)/H (N(H) the normalizer of H in G) 
cat,(AH, X“) < cat,(A, X). 
Proof: Let {Vi}!, n = cat,(A, X), be a G-cover of X with cat,(ui, X) = 1. This means 
that there is a G-homotopy r,: Ui x I -N X joining the inclusion of Vi c X to the map r,: 
rSi + G/G = Gx, XEX. By a standard argument ([3] II. Th. 5, 12), t.J” is K-invariant and 
r:: 6f’ x 7 --, XH is K-equivariant. Observe that ry maps fir onto (G/G,)~. Since 
X = X(H), we can assume that G x = H. Then we have (G/G,)” = (G/H)~ = K, which shows 
that cat,@” , XH) = 1. The proof is cbmplete. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that ajnite group G acts freely on a path connected metrizable 
space X. Then for every A c X, A = 2, GA = A, and any subgroup H c G 
cat,(A, X) < cat,(A, X). 
ProoJ: Let {Vi};, n = cat,(A, X) be a G-cover of A with cat,(Gi, X) = 1. Let r,: Gi 
x I --) X, with r0 the inclusion and rl : vi --) Gxi, be a G-deformation given by the definition 
of G-category. Since G is finite, Gxi c G is a finite H-set, hence Gxi = U HXj = U H,j = 1, 
. . . ,I G/H). Since X is path connected, so are X/G and X/H. Moreover: being a d-map, r, is 
an H-equivariant map. To prove the proposition it is sufficient o show that there exists an 
H-equivariant homotopy cp,: Gx x I -+ X such that cpO is the inclusion of Gx = U HXi, and 
cpl : U Hxj -+ HxO is an H-equivariant map onto orbit Hx,. Let ai be a path joining 
[xj]~X/H with some fixed [x~]EX/H. Define 9:: ( U[Xj]) x I +X/H by the formula 
j 
Note that cp‘, [xj]) = [x0]. Observe also that CP~ has an H-equivariant lifting ‘p,, equal to the 
inclusion of u Hxj into X. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.15, we can 
lift CP; to an H-equivariant homotopy q,: (IJ Hxj) x I + X. Finally, the H-homotopy 
i 
F(x, t) = r, (4 
if o< t < l/2 
(Pzc- 1 ‘rl(x) if 1/2<t<l 
gives the required H-deformation of Ui onto Hx,. This shows that cat,( vi, X) = 1, and 
completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose that X is a path connected, metrizable G-space with only one 
orbit (H) with afinite normalizer K = N(H)/H. Then for every A c X, A = A, GA = A, and 
any subgroup K’ c K 
cat,.(An, Xn) < cat,(A, X). 
Proof The statement follows from 2.1 and 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Assume that a jnite group G acts freely on a path connected metrizable 
space X of dimension n, and A c X is G-invariant and closed. If cat,(A, X) = n + 1 for a 
subgroup H c G, then cat,(A, X) = n + 1. 
Proof From [l], [12] it follows that cat,(X) < n + 1, and the statement is a conse- 
quence of 2.2. 
The next theorem asserts that the G-category of the universal G-space is infinite. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (EG, p, BG), where EG is contractible and BG = EG/o, be a 
universal principal G-bundle. Then 
cat o (EG) = cat (BG) = 00. 
Proof Observe first that Theorem 1.15 and Prop. 2.2 remains valid for EG and BG, as 
follows from Remark 1.16 and the fact that every open subset of BG is paracompact, since 
BG = lim BG”, BG” - the n-th skeleton. The statement follows from 1 .13,1,15, and 2.2, since 
the cohomology ring of a compact connected Lie group, or the cyclic group Z,, p-prime, has 
infinite cohomological ength (see [9] III.L.l, IV (B)). 
We now state a theorem which is an extension of the classical Krasnosielski theorem (cf. 
[ 131, compare with Cor. 1.17). It is worth pointing out that our proof is based on methods of 
algebraic topology, unlike the Krasnosielski one which is done by the construction of a 
categorial cover. The question of such a proof was raised by I. James in [l 11. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that a finite group G acts freely on a metrizable space X of 
dimension n which is a Z-cohomological sphere. Then cat,(X) = n + 1. 
In order to prove this we begin with the following lemmas. 
LEMMA. 2.7. Assume that the group Z, acts freely on a space X. Zf cat,(X) < n then there 
exists a Z,-equivariant mapfrom X into the unit sphere S”-’ c R”, where Z, acts on R”, by’the 
antipodal map. 
LEMMA 2.8. Assume that the group G = Z,, where p is an odd prime, acts freely on a space 
X. If cat,(X) < n then there exists a unitary representation V of G, VG = (0}, with 
dimCV= F , [ 1 and a Z,-equivariant map f: X --) S(V). Moreover if n = cat,(X) is 
odd, then there is an open G-set U c S(V) such that f (X) n U = 0. 
Proof: We begin with the proof of Lemma 2.8. Let {Ur}:, be a G-cover of X with 
catG(fii, X) = I. Identifying, by an isomorphism, the orbit Gxi = ri (vi) with the group 
G = Z,,, we get a G-equivariant map 
ri = rf : lji + Z, c S’. 
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Let Y1 be the one-dimensional complex representation of 2, given by g t-+ ezniip, where g is 
the generator of Z,. Using Gleason-Tietze extension theorem, we can assume that ri is 
defined on oi where Oi is an open G-set with Ui c Bi. Once more using this theorem, we can 
extend ri to a G-map from X into V, which is also denoted by ri. Next, we form a family of 
ntl I= - 
[ 1 2 G-sets W1=U1uU2, W,=U,vU,,...,where W,=U,_,uU,ifniseven 
or W, = U, if n is odd. Next let cpr, rp, be a G-invariant partition of unity refined into the 
cover c”,j- 1, L”,j of Wj. Finally, we form a G-equivariant map 4: Wj -+ V given by the 
formula 
.$(4 = vi (4 + - l(x) + q2(x)r2’(x) 
f1 = r” if n is odd, 1= 
n+l [ I> - 2 . In fact4 maps Wj into vi \ {O}, because cpi (x)r*j- ’ (x) = 
- cp(x)r2j(x) implies p:(x) = (- l)P@(x), since ri(x) is a p-th root of unity. This leads to a 
contradiction, since p is odd and qpl (x) + qpz (x) = 1. Extending~ to a G-maps: X -+ Y we 
construct a G-map f: X + I V’ given by the formula 
f(x) = (.&(x)3 ** . ,1;(x)). 
From the above it follows thatfmaps X into &‘\(Of, since iUi> is a cover. This proves the 
first part of Lemma 2.8. Suppose that n is odd, thus W, = U,. Let Y = X\o”, and 
h : Y + {Oj c Vbe a constant map, which is G-equivariant. Next let co,, cp, be a G-partition 
of unity refined into the cover P’, 0” of X. We can extendf, from U, into X using the 
formula 
l(x) = fp1 (x) h(x) -i- ~z(~)~~X~* 
For this extension fi (X) is contained in the cone over Z, c V, and the normalization of 
f=(fi,_&, . * . ,l) maps X out of an open G-subset of S (E Vi). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2.8. 
The proof of Lemma 2.7 is similar, even shorter, because we can map every ei directly 
into Z, c R’\(O). 
The statement of Theorem 2.6 follows from Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 and the following 
version of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem (cf. [15] Th. 1,2). 
THEOREM 2.9. Let G be the torus Tk, or the p-torus Zk,, k 2 1. Assume that paracompact 
G-spaces X, Y are cohomological spheres over Q, or Z, respectively, of the same dimension 
n 3 1. Then deg fG = 0 ifdeg f = 0 if G = T’, and deg fG ?z 0 (mod p) @degJr 0 (mod p) 
if G = Zi. In p~rticuiar degff 0, or deg f z 0 (mod p) iffx” = YG = 0. 
As a matter of fact, in the work [I51 this theorem was proved only when X, Y are the 
spheres of orthogonal representations of G. Nevertheless, as was pointed out by 
S. Jackowski to the author, the statement of the theorem is still valid in the above case, as 
follows from the Bore1 localization theorem ([9], IT.l, TV.1). 
Proof Let us denote by K the field Q or Z, respectively. The given G-equivariant map 
f:X --+ Y induces a G-map Cfof the cones CX, C Y and the pairs (CX, X), (CY, Y). Note that 
(CX, X) ; (CY, Y) N (Dn+ r, SR), and also (CX’, Xc) ‘;r (P+‘, S’*), (CYG, YG) ; (P+‘, 
P), r, , r2 2 0, as follows from the Smith theorem ([9] Th. IV.2). This yields that E:*q of the 
spectral sequence of the fibrations ((CX, X) x G EC) and ((CY, Y) x G EC) consists of only 
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one line ETVq = H*(BG, K) x .Hq(CX, X); K), q = n. Consequently E,,, = E,, and the 
Bore1 cohomology H,*((CX, X); K) =H*(BG; K) x .H”((CX, X); K), the same for Y. 
This means that the induced homomorphism (Cf)*: H,*(CY, Y); K) + HE((CX, X); K) 
has the form (Cf)*(l x vr) = 1 x (degf)v,, where v is a generator of H”(CX, X); K) 
or H”((CY, Y); K). Evidently, H,*((X’, Xc); K) = H*(BG; K) x kH’L((CXG, Xc); K), and 
the same for (CY’, Y’). This means that the induced homomorphism 
(Cf”)*:H;((CY’, Y’); K) + H;((CX', x);JC) 
has the form (Cf”)*(l x v,“) = 1 x (degf’). vf if rl = r2, or is the zero homomorphism if 
rl # rz. On the other hand the Bore1 theorem states that the localization of the restriction 
homomorphism 
is an isomorphism (see [9] IIIIV for details). This shows that rl = rz = r and (Cf)” is 
an isomorphism iff (Cf)’ is an isomorphism, which proves the theorem, since CXG = So 
ifXG= 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. By contradiction, assume that cat,(X) = k < n + 1. Since G acts 
freely, for every pJ IGl, p-prime, a subgroup Z, c G acts freely on X. From Proposition 2.2 
we have cat,JX) I cat,(X) = k. If p = 2, then there is a Z,-equivariant mapf: X + Sk-‘, 
as follows from Lemma 2.7. This contradicts the Borsuk-Ulam theorem, since k I n. 
Observe that n is odd in the case if p is odd. By Lemma 2.8 we get a Z,-equivariant mapf: 
X + S(V), where S(V) is the sphere of the real dimension 2 [(k + I)/21 - 1. The last is 
smaller than n, or equal to n if k = n. But then degf= 0, as follows from the second part of 
the statement of Lemma 2.8. Once more, we get a contradiction of the Borsuk-Ulam 
theorem, since X is a Z,-cohomological sphere. The proof of Theorem 2.6 is complete. 
3. THE MINIMAX PRINCIPLE 
As well as other similar invariants such as cohomological or geometrical G-indexes, or 
G-genus (cf. [l, 2,8, 15]), the notion of G-category is useful in the study of the critical points 
of G-invariant functions or functionals. We will restrict our attention to the general 
minimax principle only, not studying any particular analytical application. In our approach 
we repeat the general ine of earlier results ([2, 8, 18, 191). 
Let M be a C1 G-manifold and .f: M --+ R a G-invariant Cl-function. For every positive 
integer m, we define 
(3.1) c,(f) = inf (cER: cat,(,r, M) = m), 
where f’= {xeM:f(x) I c}. 
(3.2) THEOREM (Lusternik-Schnirelman multiplicity theorem). 
For any I I m s cat,(M), c,(f) is a critical value qff: Moreover, if 
c = c,+l (f) = &,+2(f) = ‘. * = c,+,(f) 
then f has at least k critical orbits on the level c. In particular f has at least cat,(M) critical 
orbits altogether. 
Proof: We can assume that there is only a finite number of critical orbits on the level c, 
say Gx,, . . . , Gx,. We must prove that r 2 k. By the tubular neighborhood theorem, we 
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can choose open G-neighborhood Vj of Gxj, Vj = G G”, D(Nj), where D(Nj) is a small disc 
in the normal space to Gxj at xi ([3] 11.5.4).0bviously, we can assume that Vi n Uj = 0. 
From Prop. 1.3 (iv) it follows that 
cat,( $I iij,M)Sr. 
The remaining part of the proof is the same as in the classical case [193, since we can use the 
G-deformation lemma (see [8] 5.1 for references). 
It is not our aim to state here the corresponding theorems for generalized G-invariant 
Palais-Smale functionals [S], but we wish to emphasize that they can be stated in terms of 
the G-category. 
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